As James Madison aptly put it: "A popular Government, without popular information, or the means of acquiring it, is but a Prologue to a Farce or a Tragedy; or, perhaps both." 1 In our day, certainly in the United States and to a growing extent in other developed democracies, most citizens most of the time acquire popular information from the commercial mass media. It hasn't always been that way and, perhaps, needn't be that way in the future. In this essay, I ask whether the commercial media is the best vehicle for gathering and distributing information and opinion to citizens of advanced liberal democracies.
I.
Liberal Democracy "Liberal democracy" has multiple meanings and iterations. One's understanding of "liberal democracy" can heavily color one's view and expectations concerning the desired role of the commercial media and its alternatives. Liberal democracy presents numerous fault lines. These include tensions between individual autonomy and democratic process and between interest-group pluralism and more republican notions of a common public good. Contrary to the view of some theorists, liberal democratic theory and practice incorporates and seeks to accommodate all of those elements. 4 It includes values and legal doctrine that highlight individual autonomy, interest group pluralism, and common public discourse. As Ed Baker puts it, contrasting his model of "complex democracy" with interest group pluralism, civic republicanism, and other unidimensional variants: "A more 'realistic' theory would assume that a participatory democracy would and should encompass arenas where both individuals and groups look for and create common ground, that is, common goods, but where they also advance their own individual and group values and interests. Moreover, normatively, it is difficult to argue that either type of political striving is inappropriate for an ethical person or within a justifiable politics." 5 2 Ed Baker has convincingly detailed this point with respect to "democracy" and the media. See C. Edwin Baker, The Media That Citizens Need, 147 U. PENN. L. REV. 317 (1998) . 3 See id. at 335-43. 4 For a cogent refutation of the notion that rights-based liberalism is inherently hostile to democracy, see STEPHEN HOLMES, PASSIONS AND CONSTRAINT: ON THE THEORY OF LIBERAL DEMOCRACY 29-36 (1995) . In addition, as Ed Rubin insightfully argues, the often overblown rhetoric of "rights" and "democracy" fails to capture the essence of most government decision making in a modern "liberal democratic" administrative state. See Edward L. Rubin, Getting Past Democracy, 149 U. PA. L. REV. 711 (2001) . 5 Baker, supra note 2, at 336.
Significantly, and this is certainly the experience of liberal democratic nations, complex democracy necessarily encompass multiple concentrations of power. Interest groups, civic associations, business firms, political parties, labor unions, and government subdivisions and agencies vie and compete for power and influence in a wide variety of arenas. 6 The dispersion of power and consequent multiple concentrations of power are both inevitable to and part of the fabric of a pluralist, liberal democracy. They are part and parcel of divided and limited government and of individual's right and ability to organize in common social, political, and commercial enterprise.
As I will discuss below, in designing a policy regarding the dissemination of information and expression in a liberal democratic society, we must take account of both the various values that comprise "complex democracy" and the fact of multiple concentrations of political and economic power. An information policy for liberal democracy "properly includes a discursive search for common goods and agreement, but it also must involve recognition of goods that are not common and about which there must be fair bargaining and compromise." 7 
II.
The Commercial Media's "Fourth Estate" Role Echoing a widely held view of the role of the institutional press, I have argued elsewhere that "liberal democracy requires an institutional media that possesses the financial strength to reach a mass audience and engage in sustained investigative reporting, free from a potentially corrupting dependence on state subsidy." 8 Underlying that view is an understanding of the role that the commercial media plays in supporting liberal democracy. In acting as the "Fourth Estate," the press is said to fulfill three basic functions. These are watchdog, public discourse facilitation, and trustworthy supplier of information.
I use those three functions as the framework for our analysis. I posit that liberal democracy as I have described it requires some institution or institutions that serve those 6 See notes 73 -74 infra. 7 Baker, supra note 2, at 339. 8 Neil Weinstock Netanel, Market Hierarchy and Copyright in Our System of Free Expression, 53 VANDERBILT L. REV. 1879, 1919 (2000) .
functions. Accordingly, I use the extent to which the commercial media and its alternatives actually serve the functions as a vehicle for testing their relative desirability for liberal democracy. More particularly, I take the status quo-a system of free expression dominated by the commercial media -as my starting point. I take cognizance of the abundant criticism of the commercial media and agree that the media imperfectly serves as watchdog, public discourse facilitation, and trustworthy supplier of information (though we may disagree on the extent to which the commercial media falls short of the ideal). But I then look at some leading alternatives, particular peer-to-peer communication --and ask whether they have performed or are likely to perform any better.
I begin by outlining the three functions. I first describe in their ideal form, the way they are supposed to work. I then briefly rehearse some of the ways in which the commercial media fall short of this ideal.
A. Watchdog
To the extent it fulfills the watchdog function, the commercial media catalyzes and, to a degree, embodies public opinion in the face of both government authority and private centers of power. It serves to check the power --and abuse of power --of government, business, political parties, interest groups, and associations.
The media acts as watchdog, first, by providing the public with information that the public can then use to judge the politically and economically powerful. Significantly in that regard, the media engages in investigative reporting.
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It aggressively seeks out information and scrutinizes those in positions of power, rather than merely acting as a passive conduit for relaying the information given to it by the powerful. Armed with that information, the public can then vote out elected officials whom the press exposes as incompetent, corrupt, or out-of-touch with majority views. Citizens can also boycott or otherwise organize against businesses or other associations that the press exposes as unworthy (as those citizens would define it). A prime, recent example is the reaction of the public and elected officials to media reporting of tobacco company executives' perjurous denials that they long knew of nicotine's addictive properties.
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In addition, the media fulfills its watchdog role by, in some sense, representing the public before public and private officials. Officials react to media reporting with the assumption that it reflects public opinion.
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They also alter their conduct out of concern for the possibility of that conduct coming under press scrutiny. Thus, the mere presence of the media helps check public and private power. At times, of course, officials simply try to cover-up illicit activity. But overall the ever-present glare of the media gives officials a strong incentive to desist from abuse of power.
B. Public Discourse Facilitation
In addition to their watchdog function, media enterprises help to lay a foundation for public discourse. Liberal democratic governance requires some measure of public discourse, some means for identifying issues of widespread concern and some forum for confronting opposing perspectives.
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Individuals may have widely divergent interests and preferences. But democratic politics requires at least some shared understanding about what are the most significant issues facing the polity as a whole. And in that regard, studies show that the public can focus only on a half a dozen or so issues at any given time.
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As a result, politics is not only about prevailing on contentious issues. It is, just as importantly, a struggle to place one's favored issues on the public agenda.
The commercial media serve as conduits for discursive exchange. But, of course, they are not mere passive common carriers. Rather, they present a forum for mediated and edited deliberation and debate. In so doing, the media both delimits a range of 10 See Netanel, supra note 8, at 1923-25 (discussing 60 Minutes interview with tobacco company whistle blower Jeffrey Wigand). 11 See PROTESS ET. AL., supra note 9, at 244-49 (noting, on the basis of detailed case studies of investigative reporting, that government officials tend to respond to investigative reporters and media exposés before interest groups or the public take up the issue, treating the press as if it were the public). 14 Such media agenda-setting has positive as well as negative ramifications. In so doing, the mass media narrows the public agenda to a limited set of resonant issues, which is in some sense antithetical to expressive diversity. But on the other hand, public debate in a highly pluralistic, advanced democratic state cannot proceed without some measure of broad public consensus on the major priorities of the day.
Agenda-setting also has value for individual self-realization. We define ourselves within and against social groups. For that reason, we generally want to read, see, and hear at least in part what we think others of our social group are reading, seeing, and hearing.
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We want to experience cultural events and phenomena jointly with others and to share a common basis for conversation with our friends and colleagues. We also want to know what others think is important, current, and of interest, and to show others in our social group that we also are "in the know." The commercial mass media helps to create a common culture that can be shared by many, to some extent even across ethnic and ideological subgroupings. In line with those principles, commercial news media devote considerable resources and professional commitment to checking facts and verifying sources.
C. Trustworthy Supplier of Information

D. The Commercial Media Falls Short of the Fourth Estate Ideal
As numerous critics have pointed out, the commercial media's actual performance falls short -some would say "far short" --of the ideal we have just described. In performing its watchdog, discourse-enabling, and information-providing functions, the commercial media skews as well as narrows public debate. Commercial media, critics assert, routinely produce bland, uncontroversial expression, designed to put audiences in a buying mood and to attract a broad cross-section of viewers, readers, and listeners without unduly offending any of them.
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At the very least, such mainstreaming is unlikely to provide adequate expression to minority interests and concerns. More insidiously, it might help to engender a widespread sense of complacency and a diminished capacity to envision potential challenges to the status quo.
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Part of the reason for media's failure to live up to the Fourth Estate Ideal, and one that appears increasingly to be so as media enterprises consolidate into conglomerates 17 U.S. journalists' emphasis on "objectivity" in reporting appears to have had its early beginnings with the penny presses in the 1830s with their self-announced mission to report the "news" and to have attained status as ideology and code of professional conduct after the with non-media corporate parents, is that media enterprise self-interest and concern for the bottom line pushes coverage to favor commercial interests.
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Media's skewing also grows out of market dictate, both real and perceived. Sensationalism, mainstream worldview, and reporting that focuses on current political leaders and dominant institutions sells better to broader audiences than alternative content.
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Moreover, media exhibit considerable herd behavior, imitating the format of existing commercially successful movies, books, and TV shows, thus exacerbating the homogenized, uniform character of much media content.
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In addition, reporters' dependence on government officials and prominent, well-organized associations for raw material might also vitiate the media's watchdog bite.
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Some commentators claim, indeed, that government officials exert such a powerful, albeit informal, influence on news coverage and thus on public perceptions and debate that the notion of autonomous media production and distribution of ideas is little more than a pipe dream.
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As a result of these factors and others, while the mainstream mass media may often exhibit moderate-reform-oriented norms, it rarely challenges our basic social, economic, and political structures. III.
Political Party-Financed Media
An alternative model to media that depend upon advertising and sales is media financed in part or in whole by political parties. Party affiliated newspapers dominated the American landscape through much of the first half of the nineteenth-century.
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The party press also played a major role in post-World War II Western Europe. In recent decades, however, the European party press, like its nineteenth-century American counterpart, has significantly diminished in circulation and influence.
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Some commentators lament the passing of an openly ideological, partisan press. 30
They surmise that the politically aligned press brought about considerable political excitement and encouraged higher voting rates and greater citizen participation in politics.
31
Concomitantly, a party press might also sharpen oppositional views and encourage more robust debate. as well as against newspapers, the forerunners of today's commercial press, that charted a more independent course.
34
One might imagine as well that an ideologically driven opposition press would act as a more vigorous watchdog against the government and party in power than does the commercial media.
Yet, the party press system in the antebellum United States ultimately fell into disrepute because the parties in power used government patronage to purchase press 28 Census data taken in 1850 showed that 95% of all U.S. newspapers had a political affiliation. 34 See SCHUDSON, supra note 17, at 54-57 (describing the 1840 "Moral War" of the New York party press establishment against the politically fickle, penny-paper upstart, the New York Herald).
loyalty. By the 1820's, newspaper editors regularly received government appointments and subsidies. Newspapers favored by those in power also received lucrative government contracts. These ranged from contracts for printing laws and government documents to concessions for the supply of twine, printed forms, and wrapping paper for the Post Office. 35 Such patronage brought the press into a corrupt bargain. It transformed newspaper editors into "political professionals, people for whom printing was a way to make a living out of politics, rather than the other way around." The National Intelligencer is secured to him by the belief of the editors that he will be the successful candidate, and by their dependence upon the printing of Congress; the Richmond Enquirer because he is a Virginian and slave-holder; the National Advocate of New York, through Van Buren, … the Democratic Press, of Philadelphia, because I transferred the printing of the laws from that paper to the Franklin Gazette; and several other presses in various parts of the Union upon principles alike selfish and sordid. 37 Opposition politicians railed against such patronage and its accompanying shackling of the press. They rightly charged that the patronage system transformed the party press into a "government press" and that at the very least, press liberty is compromised when "the favor of power is essential to the support of the editors." 38 But once in power, those critics used the very same tools to reward their loyal supporters and curry favor with newspapers whose future support they sought. strong independent press that party press patronage as an overt federal government policy came to an end. 40 To be certain, the party press patronage system in the antebellum United States gained momentum as a result of circumstances unique to that time and place. The high cost of producing and distributing printed material and the absence of a federal government printing office led to the federal government's reliance on the press to print and distribute government documents and the press' financial dependence on government subsidy and patronage. But the antebellum party press' susceptibility to government influence nevertheless presents a cautionary tale. Even short of systematic patronage, there are a multitude of ways in which the government can bestow favors upon media aligned with the party in power, ranging from preferential access to information to subtly discriminatory regulation. As a result, at the same time that the party press aligned with the government will have little incentive to scrutinize government officials and policy, the opposition press will have reduced ability to act as an effective watchdog. In addition, of course, neither government-aligned nor opposition press will have an incentive to question fundamental components of the political system which benefit all major political parties.
Finally, at least at its extreme, a party-aligned press can lead to considerable polarization and insularity. At least within the mainstream of the political spectrum, the commercial press presents an exchange of views even while it supports a common language and understanding for political and social discourse. The party press might have the advantage of challenging mainstream assumptions, empowering marginal voices, and sharpening political debate. But it can also lead to the fragmentation of public discourse, a situation in which debate occurs only with the narrow province of like-minded people. That in turn can lead not only to insularity, but also to greater extremism and polarization. In short, while our system of free expression might be enhanced by a resurgence of ideologically motivated media, the party press system at best supplement, not replace, independent commercial media. A party press might provide a welcome antidote to the mainstream, market-oriented bias of the commercial media. But it should not be viewed as a panacea.
IV. Government-Funded Media
Government subsidy provides an opportunity for media to avoid the biases inherent in reliance on advertising and the market for financial sustenance. As such government-funded media can be an important component of the system of free expression. They can serve both to engender a public discourse that is not skewed to the wealthy and provide a forum for minority views that receive little play in commercial media. Indeed, in many democratic countries, state-funded television and other media play important, perhaps even vital, watchdog and discourse-building roles.
However, incidents abound of even democratic governments seeking to use the power of the purse to extract influence over the speech of state-funded media. The problem is not merely the difficulty of setting rational, neutral criteria for the distribution In some instances, public broadcasters' internal supervisory organs have become politicized along party lines.
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In others, governments have exerted direct pressure on public broadcasters to alter broadcasting content. 46 Further, critics charge that noncommercial, government-subsidized media also generally fall well within the mainstream.
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In part, political pressures constrain public broadcasters from taking controversial positions or even tackling controversial issues.
48
In addition, the people that determine public broadcast programming are largely drawn from the same intellectual and social élites as their counterparts in the commercial media and thus tend to share the same mainstream orientation.
V. Peer-to-Peer Model
Yochai Benkler has argued that a system of distributed, peer-to-peer information production and dissemination would better secure individual autonomy than does our current commercial-media-dominated regime.
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As Benkler suggests, such a system would be a much-expanded version of non-centralized, peer-to-peer music exchange 43 While Benkler's focus is individual autonomy, a peer-to-peer model might also be seen to better serve democratic institutions by providing for greater expressive diversity and "bottom-up" discourse. Indeed, other commentators have looked to peer-to-peer communication as a vehicle for "democratizing" our system of free expression. 51 As Niva Elkin-Koren puts it: The "transformative power of cyberspace lies in its capability to decentralize the production and dissemination of knowledge". Part of the function of the commercial news media is filtration and accreditation.
The press often serves as a source of trustworthiness, stability, and accountability, or at least some combination of those traits. Whatever their faults, traditional news media have the resources and professional commitment to check facts and verify sources, and we hold them accountable if they do not. In contrast, Matt Drudge and other individual online publishers have neither the financial wherewithal nor institutional aspiration to meet professional journalistic standards.
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That is not to say that such gadflies can make no constitutive contribution to public discourse or that the media should hold a monopoly over speech. But full disintermediation of the kind Benkler and others envision would not only Balkanize public discourse; it would also leave us without any real possibility for assessing the reliability and import of vast bulk of expression and opinion swirling around the Internet.
Benkler well recognizes the need for filtration and accreditation in all communication, including peer-to-peer networks. In addition to such peer-to-peer rating and referencing, Benkler and others suggest, distributed network communication enable persons and entities to establish competing filtration and accreditation services, giving individuals a broad spectrum of choice regarding which such "authorities" they wish to rely on.
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I will take Benkler's arguments in reverse order, first questioning the efficacy of peer-to-peer filtering and accreditation and then addressing the peer-to-peer model's relative benefits for liberal democratic governance.
A. The Efficacy of Peer-to-Peer Filtering and Accreditation
Benkler's proffered peer-to-peer filtering and accreditation is of two types: peerto-peer rating and free lance editing. Peer-to-peer rating might work well with music and other art forms. Music is an "experience good." I can tell what a given musical work is worth to me once I hear it. I might also be able to know from experience that certain persons or certain categories of persons share my musical tastes, such that I can generally rely on their recommendations regarding what music is worth my while to hear.
But the music rating model does not apply to news and other sorts of information.
Information is essentially a "credence good." Peer-to-peer rating over vast communications networks has no mechanism for ensuring trustworthiness. How do I know whether a given piece of "information" is accurate or just rumor, libel, manipulation, or urban legend? Indeed, even music rating is Benkler's information commons model they cannot, they will be unable to profit from all 61 The problem of lack of trustworthiness guarantees in peer-to-peer networking has apparently affected music exchange as well. As Sirkka L. Jarvenpaa and Emerson H. Tiller have observed: "Recent research on Gnutella music file sharing, for example, showed that more people take than give -which is the familiar collective action problem. Because giving requires allowing access to one's computer, issues of trust no doubt affect the reciprocal nature of distributed computing and file sharing business arrangements." Sirkka L. 62 As Jarvenpaa and Tiller note: "Under the rational choice perspective, customers facing prisoner's dilemmas and collective action problems are often willing to trust only to the extent that trust can be fostered by institutions. In such situations, trust takes a form of institution-based trust." Id. at 673. 63 See, generally, Patterson, supra note 60. the information they produce and thus will likely produce far less information than socially optimal.
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Even worse, information intermediaries have an incentive to profit from slanting the information they provide.
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In order to maximize their revenue, information intermediaries are likely to sell their services to advertisers and information sources, whether instead of or in addition to selling information to consumers. That has already happened with Internet search engines like Yahoo. Such information intermediaries regularly sell prominent placement in search results.
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Even so-called "shopping bots,"
specialized search engines designed to compare prices and goods on behalf of consumers, have been modified to cater to merchants. Shopping bot sites increasingly offer merchants opportunities for partnership, affiliation, advertising, and, most insidiously, top ranking in search results in return for a fee.
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To be certain, information intermediaries face certain reputational constraints.
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But especially where the information concerns the quality and accuracy of news reporting, consumers of information will likely never determine whether the information received was accurate. Given their inability directly to evaluate the quality and credibility of information intermediary services, consumers will need to rely on the same mega-filtration and accreditation tools that apply to the commercial mass media. These involve some combination of information providers' professional ethics, which are already firmly in place in the case of the mass media but which would have to be developed for their peer-to-peer counterparts, and mega-information intermediaries, who report on the accuracy of information intermediaries and who suffer from the same infirmities as any other information intermediary.
Finally, even if commercial, but reasonably credible information intermediaries do emerge, they are unlikely to do so in a competitive market. Like all producers of 64 See id. at 6-7. 65 See id. information, information intermediaries tend to have cost structures characterized by economies of scale. This is especially the case on the Internet, where the marginal cost of information production is extremely low and fixed costs are extremely high. As a result, information industries, online as well as offline, face considerable centripetal force. As economists have long recognized, "where technology creates significant economies of scale, markets tend towards dominance by a few large players." 69 The ongoing consolidations within the media and telecommunications industry are a prime example of this phenomenon. And, as Mark Patterson points out, the market for information intermediaries in the traditional economy also tends strongly towards monopoly. 70 There is no reason to think that peer-to-peer, online networks would somehow spawn a competitive information intermediary market.
At bottom, the only information intermediaries in the peer-to-peer network world likely to be different in kind from today's mass media are non-profit watchdogs. Such entities already exist in the offline world. Some, such as the Consumers Union, are quite effective in their narrow areas. But non-profit entities are unlikely to assume the role that
Benkler envisions in the area of news reporting. Most importantly, the verification of others' reporting requires much the same resources as the reporting itself. And these resources are considerable. 71 Indeed, media critics rightly point out that even the commercial mass media lack the resources to engage consistently in independent investigative reporting, without reliance on government sources to provide information.
It is far more costly to track, investigate, and verify ongoing news reporting than to test the safety and reliability of consumer products. While non-profit media watchdogs can sometimes call media news organizations to task for inaccurate and biased reporting, they lack the resources to do so on a consistent and effective basis.
B. Peer-to-Peer's Relative Benefits for Liberal Democratic Governance
Even if peer-to-peer networks could generate information producers and intermediaries along the lines Benkler suggests, we would not want to jettison the commercial mass media. Benkler, it seems, imagines a two-dimensional speech universe populated entirely by volunteer individual speakers revolving around a benign government.
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To my mind, however, liberal democratic governance requires, rather, a speech universe punctuated by bubbles, a universe that contains concentrations of private expressive power capable of standing up to government and, indeed, capable of standing up to General Motors, Mobil Oil, the Republican and Democratic parties, the World Bank, and other concentrations of private economic and political power. Democratic governance requires a free press not just in the sense of a diversity of expression. It requires the institution of a free press. It requires media with the financial wherewithal and political independence to engage in sustained investigative journalism, to expose the errors and excesses of government and other powerful political and economic actors.
The Benklerian republic of yeoman speakers presupposes a republic of yeomen, period. It imagines a world in which we earn our livings, communicate, and govern ourselves without mediating organizations and concentrations of wealth and power. But that is not our world, never has been our world, and, so long as we are organized in polities larger than the Greek city-state, never will be our world. In fact, I dare say, it is not a world to which we should aspire because in such a world, nothing would stand between the individual and an all-powerful state.
Our best hope for democratic governance in this world is far messier than the ideal republic of yeomen. It requires mediating institutions and associations, private and public concentrations of wealth and power, and varied mechanisms to maintain multiple balances of power within government, within civil society, and between government and civil society. Individual authors and web site operators lack the resources to fulfill the press' traditional, vital role of watchdog against government myopia and oppression. Nor can individuals adequately expose corporate unlawfulness, labor union corruption, and political party self-aggrandizement. Liberal democratic nations necessarily encompass multiple concentrations of power. 74 Only an equally powerful press can effectively check other entities' and associations' deployment of their power by exposing it to the light of public opinion. Indeed, only a mass media, capable of reaching a mass audience, can both catalyze and, to a degree, embody public opinion in the face of government authority and corporate fiefdom.
The story of former tobacco company researcher Jeffrey Wigand is a case in point. 75 While employed at cigarette-maker Brown & Williamson, Wigand discovered that, despite repeated public denials and testimony under oath to the contrary, leading tobacco company executives had long known that the nicotine in cigarettes is an addictive substance. In 1995 Wigand relayed his discovery to a reporter for the widely watched CBS news magazine, 60 Minutes, and agreed to be interviewed on the program. The circumstances surrounding CBS's cancellation of the Wigand interview graphically illustrate the potential vulnerabilities and limitations of the media-aswatchdog model, especially in an age of increasing media consolidation and conglomeration. But some three months after the Wigand interview was to have been aired, CBS reversed its decision to scuttle the interview and did in fact broadcast it; and in so doing, it dealt a significant blow to the tobacco industry. Significantly, it was the 77 Starr, supra note 75. 78 Id. 79 Id. 80 Id. The moral I wish to draw from this story is not that "all's well that ends well," that we can complacently rely on an increasingly conglomeratized mass media to expose corporate wrongdoing.
Rather, the Wigand story illustrates that, like a host of governmental and private institutions, media power has both a positive and negative face.
There are no perfect solutions to this dual face of power. There are only partial solutions, most involving efforts to balance one power center against one or more others. State subsidies for non-commercial media, state-imposed limitations on media firm conglomeration, and state assurance of individual access to effective channels of communication constitute such partial solutions. These measures aim to provide for greater expressive diversity without undermining the media's constitutive force. They are not perfect solutions. They leave considerable market hierarchy in place, rendering us vulnerable to media co-option and market suppression of minority voices. But such measures, and others like them, are the best that we can or should hope to obtain. To wipe out the power of the commercial media would simply throw out the proverbial baby with the bath water. 
Conclusion
Our system of expression should include considerable space for decentralized, individual expression, such as on the Internet. In addition to constituting a vast forum for alternative discourses, the Internet spawns gadflies, media critics and others may sometimes successfully bring a story to mass media attention or challenge media silence.
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But that is not to say that we should aspire, even as a liberal democratic ideal, to an egalitarian expressive universe composed entirely of virtual and street-corner pamphleteers. Rather, our system of free expression must include a plurality of speaker types, including commercial mass media, government-subsidized noncommercial media, independent publishers, political and nonprofit associations, universities, and individuals.
To some extent, each of these speaker types offsets, complements, and checks the rest.
Like other speaker types, the commercial media plays a unique and vital role within this complex mix.
